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At a deep level of structure, all Chadic languages can be said to distinguish transitive 
from intransitive sentences. In some cases this underlying distinction is overtly marked 
in the surface sentence, e.g. Hausa yaa cikaa "he filled (it)" vs. yaa clka "it filled"; 
while in other cases the underlying distinction is not reflected in surface forms, e.g. 
Hausa yaa l<oonee "he burned (it)" and the phonologically identical yaa f'<onnee "it 
burned"1• When the underlying Tr./lntr. distinction is indicated, there are cases where 
the lntr. is in some ways overtly marked, e.g. Hausa yaa flta "he went out" (with 
intransitivity being marked by the stem final short vowel). and there are cases where 
the Tr. is marked, e.g. Hausa yaa fitar "he took it out" (with a Tr. stem formative 
ai). In this paper I propose to describe recent research on Dera and Bolanci, two closely 
related Chadic languages2. with specific reference to the problem of the formal marking 
of Tr. vs. lntr. In the concluding section, I propose to reconsider some more generally 
known facts of Hausa in light of the data presented in the body of the paper. 
Before proceeding with the descriptive material, let me clarify a few essential points. 
Most important, it should be understood that the terms "transitive" and "intransitive" 
apply primarily to types of verbal CONSTRUCTIONS and not to subcategories of verb 
roots. For example, in the sentence "the window broke", it is not the verb that is lntr. 
- "to break" is inherently neutral with regards to transitivity - but rather it is the 
total construction that is lntr. Where verb roots or stems are limited to one type of 
construction or the other, we can use the labels Tr. and lntr. as a convenient means 
of indicating context restrictions, but it should be understood that this usage is deriva-
tive and secondary. 
For purposes of this paper a transitive sentence is defined as one in which the under-
lying verp phrase contains a direct object. All others are intransitive. In order to work 
with this simple notion it is essential to distinguish clearly between the non-occurrence 
of a constituent on the one hand, and the absence of a constituent in surface structure 
because of anaphoric deletion (or zero anaphora) on the other. For example, the Hausa 
sentences yaa clka "it filled", yaa zamnaa "he sat", and yaa f'<oonee "it burned", are 
ordinary intransitive sentences containing no direct object. By contrast, the similar two-
word sentences yaa cikaa "he filled (it)", yaa harbaa "he shot (it)", and yaa l'<oonee 
"he burned (it)" must have had direct objects immediately following the verb in deep 
structure which were later deleted. These sentences thus qualify as transitive even though 
the surface sentences do not contain overtly represented objects. 
By adopting a symbol for zero anaphora (P), we can notationally indicate the 
difference between such structurally distinct but phonologically indistinguishable 
sentences, e.g. 
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yaa lc:oonee 
yaa f'<oonee flS 
it burned 
he burned it 












